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Studio Pa

is the Operations Manager of ICPM
Property Management, a company which
manages several buildings in and around
Johannesburg's Inner City (co-operatives,
housing associations, body corporate and
privately owned properties). He's been
involved in Social Housing since 1998, and
w a s a f o u n d e r m e m b e r o f
Vusanimadolobha Housing, a company
formed by the Gauteng Department of
Housing together with Social Housing
Foundation.

i s a n e x c h a n g e
platform arising from
a self-criticism of our
way of life. It gathers
architects, artists,
e n g i n e e r s a n d
anthropologists, such
as: Ai tor Casero
( a r c h i t e c t ,
s c e n o g r a p h e r ) ,
M e r c e d e s P e ñ a :
( a r c h i t e c t ,
antrophologist), Daniel García (architect, 3d Visualisation). Studio
Papalagi's work includes, amongst others, low-cost housing projects
in Nicaragua and Paraguay, workshops with farmers in Shanghai, as
well as productions for various festivals or cultural and artistic events.
www.studio-papalagi.com

Frans Sebothoma (South Afr

palagi (Spain)

Ada Kwiatkowska (Poland)
is a lecturer at the Faculty of Architecture of
Wroclaw University of Technology (Ph.D.)
and free-lance architect. She participated in
international exhibitions and she's the
author of several prizewinning designs (e.g.
Prix du the Forum International des Jeunes
Architectes - Paris, the Review of
Architecture SARP-Wroclaw, Cracow
Biennale of Architecture). She has a wide
experience in architectural design of
residential and public buildings, in
experimental teaching and in the
organization of international conferences
(Scientific School HABITAT, International
Workshops of Architecture and Urbanism
IWAU). Subject of the architectural research: architectural form and
context, habitat in different cultures, inventive design methods and
digital architecture.
http://ada.arch.pwr.wroc.pl
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Magical Mystery Tour Jozi

Renew
conference Lorenzo Romito Arts on Main Canteen's

double deck bus walking tour by night

► Market Theatre

► Main Street Life
► Main Street Life
► Brian Altshuler Market

Theatre

Market Theatre |
286 Fox Street | Johannesburg 2094

R200

ben@ifas. .za / 836 0561

For the 3 edition of the
, (European Union National

Institutes for Culture - South Africa) will take you on
another

with

CONFERENCE DINNER BUS TOUR PACKAGE

rd

in a City called !!!

(Italy / architect / Stalker Collettivo)

Thursday 2010

your opinions on architecture and cities with an exceptional
by / Enjoy the

food / Discover Joburg as you've never seen it before with a
(with open roof!!!) and …

Departure in a double deck open-roof bus from the
parking lot at 18:00
Public conference @
Dinner and drinks @
CBD tour by night with and return to

(23:00)

56, Margaret Mcingana Street | Johannesburg 2001
Main Street Life |

lekker

(to be paid boarding on the bus)

Booking : org 011

Lorenzo Romito

25 November
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22 - 27 November 2010
jozi art:lab
Johannesburg

For more information, please contact

Ben Blanpain Montrésor
Tel. 011 836 0561 -

is proudly hosted by
@
264 Fox Street, City and Suburban,
Johannesburg

Arts on Main

ben@ifas.org.za

EUNIC Architecture Studio 2010
jozi art:lab

info@jozi-artlab.co.za
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EUNIC-SA
(European Union National Institutes for Culture - South Africa)

presents

“In the current global context where fundamental issues
concerning living conditions and survival are resurfacing with much
emphasis and a sense of emergency, architecture must find its place,
make sense and contribute to new attitudes.

It cannot simply be demonstrative, technological, symbolic or
even arrogant as it has sometimes been. Sustainable architecture
must be developed under other conditions and other attitudes; it
must be economical, light, intelligent but also innovative, adaptable,
accessible as well as human, welcoming, comfortable, generous and
optimistic.”

Anne Lacaton & Jean-Philippe Vassal, Achitects, Paris

The will devise
strategies to improve and renovate an existing inner city building,
Florence House. This weeklong programme was launched in 2008
with an aim of linking public, students and young professionals in
addressing the crucial issue of living and housing conditions in
modern SouthAfrica.

Constituted of four different buildings located between
Constitution Hill and the Joburg Theatre, the Florence House used to
be a Hospital. At the beginning of 2000, a thousand people were
removed from the Brixton area to one of the Florence House buildings,
using 240 of its units. Today, with a church, a garage, and even a
crèche, the Florence House is characterized by this unique chaotic
vibrancy one can find in many buildings of the Inner City.

The Housing Department undertook to renovate the occupied
sections of the Florence House, and to create 500 new units.

The will bring inputs to this project by
proposing architectural solutions with a specific and contextual
approach aiming at linking the building to its context (but also the
climate, with energy efficiency, comfort and well-being criteria), at
finding strategies to increase density and social diversity, and at
developing the concept of use and public spaces.

EUNIC Architecture Studio

2010

3rd annual EUNIC Ar

Florence House

Architecture Studio

chitecture Studio

EUNIC

Contributors:

www.christophehutin.com

is a founding member of the roman-based
S ta l ke r co l l ec t i ve , know fo r i t s

project.
, is a common design

project which aims at generating and
sharing social knowledge and awareness
on urban changes by sharing the
experience of walking the city and mapping
the changes of the contemporary post
urban territories.
is promoting the

together with social and
env i ronmen ta l movements , l oca l
communities, associations, researchers
and artists, in search of new practices,
poetics and politics of coexistence in the emerging

.

is a pivotal South African architect who
graduated from the University of Cape
Town in 1978, and who also holds an
International Housing Certificate from
the famous Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and a Master's degree
in Architecture from the University of
Pennsylvania. He says: "Conventional
ideas of master planning and 'design as
control' become counterproductive and
even irrelevant. Consequently, 'good
design' has to be conceived as an integrating process, one which
connects with the complex conditions which constitute contemporary
culture."

Primaveraromana
Primaveraromana

Primaveraromana
general states of

citizenship

beyond city
dimension

www.pewarts.org/93/Low/index.html

Christophe Hutin (France)

Lorenzo Romito (Italy)

Iain Low (South Africa)

is a French Architect who graduated from
theArchitecture School of Bordeaux in 2003
and who spent months studying and
documenting townships and squatter
camps in Gauteng, from where he
developed a genuine expertise about South
African housing issues. Specialised in
sustainable architecture, he is also a
documentary maker, an “event creator”, an
exhibition curator, and he's currently a
lecturer at the School of Architecture of
Toulouse (France).

roman

Daniel Estevez (France)

Carin Smuts (South Africa)

Alex Ely (United Kingdom)

Ismael Farouk (South Africa)

is an architect, an engineer and a teacher at
the School of Architecture of Toulouse. His
work and research tackle the observation of
today's graphical uses in architecture, the
analysis of the transformations of
architectural figurative functions for urban
projects in contemporary computer assisted
production, the identification of production
of architectural projects based on today's
figurative tools (mapping, experiences,
digital technologies).

is a confirmed architect who graduated from
the University of Cape Town in 1984. In
1989, she officially established CS Studio
Architects in Cape Town. This internationally
renowned firm (which by now has developed
more than a 100 projects all over South
Africa), has moved beyond conventional
architectural practice to an approach which
involves all stakeholders in the creative
planning, design and construction
processes. On the 22 of September 2008,
in Poissy (France), Carin Smuts won the
GlobalAward for SustainableArchitecture.

is founding partner of London based mæ
Architects. mæ is a multi-disciplinary
practice that combines architecture and
urban design for public and private sector
clients with policy and guidance, research
and training for government and its
agencies. Alex leads the practical work on
sustainable urbanism and housing; he
lectures internationally on design and policy
and was a finalist in the G4C Constructing
Excellence New GenerationAward 2007.

has a background in Fine Arts and Human
Geography. His work explores creative
responses to racial, social, political and
economic justice. Farouk is currently
employed as a research officer at the
African Centre for Cities at the University of
Cape Town, where he is responsible for the
running of the Central Citylab and the urban
culture portfolio.

nd

www.mae-llp.co.uk

http://africancentreforcities.net/


